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XPUNKS

WHO ARE WE?

Kaj leroy, AKA: ‘Bradley Punkhouse’
FOUNDER
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaj-leroy-7b9342131/
Responsibilities: Marketing, Public relations, strategy,
technical development oversight
Personal quote/motivation:
“Since 2017, I have been a part of the XRPCommunity, and I have been following every
step along the way. I have great love for the knowledge that is inside this community. It
is purely driven by facts and utility, rather than speculation. Even considering the big
case that is currently going on. I never sold a single coin because I truly believe in the
tech and the team behind it (Brad, David, Chris and Arthur). After learning NFTs were
going to be a thing inside the XRP ecosystem, I had to do something about it. I wanted
to be first. So, I created a token IOU that promises you an NFT in the future. Because of
my love towards the XRP community, I know how to position the XPUNKS in a way that
it is a great addition to the entire XRP ecosystem.”
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Bastiaan van Roekel, AKA ‘Exeo’
FOUNDER
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/bastiaan-van-roekel/
Responsibilities: Design, business administration

Personal quote/motivation:
‘I see this project as a celebration of internet culture. A potent cocktail of digital (r)evolution, international connectivity and nostalgia. Playing Duckhunt on the Nes or running
home after school to play AoE until bedtime are childhood memories which I cherish
deeply. To me, the XPUNKS, and similar projects, are a way of expressing this love. The
fact that I now have the opportunity to contribute, if even just a little, to the canvas of the
internet is so immensely motivating, and humbling, that I will not stop working day and
night until we achieve what we have envisioned.
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George Kocher, AKA ‘Gride’
MARKETING CONSULTANT
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/george-kocher/
Responsibilities: Technical Marketing Expert & Team Building

Personal quote/motivation:
George has been building companies since his time at Cornell University. After graduation, he went on to work in investment banking and then private equity. During that time
he developed a passion for marketing and started his own company which has since
birthed a few more successful companies and is regularly quoted in the news and is a
regular contributor to Forbes and Entrepreneur Magazine.

“I got out of traditional finance because I wanted to be more creative and on the cutting
edge of innovation. I love figuring out marketing campaigns and I love NFT’s.”
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Henk ter Harmsel
DEVELOPER & TECHNICAL ADVISOR
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/henk-ter-harmsel-6a081927/
Responsibilities: Development, oversight and providing
technical advice
Personal quote/motivation:
“I have been involved within the Cryptocurrency Space for over four years. I have spent
programming within this space these last three years, currently employed as a Senior
Full-Stack developer. I have 12+ years of experience on multiple languages and
platforms and love to take this into the XRPL space and help out the XPUNK team
where I can.”
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DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

Louis

Jill

‘NLKoennn’

‘bugaroo’

Responsibilities: NFT-Developer, Design,
Discord admin & Organizational support

Responsibilities: Website, White Paper, Road
Map, Marketing Videos and Design

I’ve been in XRP for a long time and have
gathered extensive experience in design,
development and project management. I’m
excited to bring Xpunks to the next level.

I work for George at Brand North doing all
things design and development. I was lucky to
have the opportunity to join this Xpunk Project
to help them with their image and growth.

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT

Koen

Bryan

‘NLKoennn’

‘brngvl’

Responsibilities: Discord Supervisor and
Organizational Support

Responsibilities: Merchandise Store
Supervisor and Organizational Support

International supply chain management
experience. I have a huge passion for
blockchain technology and I am very
passionate to be working on this project!

My name is Bryan 20yo, derivative trader,
investor. Have been investing for 5 years,
student IBA
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WHO ARE WE?
Our mission

Our mission is to provide the community with a way to express themselves online. A way to show
the world that you are one of the first XRP holders. As we all expect, at some point in time, the
XRPL will thrive significantly, hopefully implemented as the standard way of payments. This will
bring a huge influx of people in the community. Your own unique XPUNK is a way of showing to
the world that you were first. That you were right. Because we all know the FUD evolving around
XRP. We will be right, the XPUNK team believes that.

Our vision
Our vision is to contribute to NFT innovation on the XRPL. The XPUNK brand symbolizes this
effort. The XPUNK team will work day and night to help new projects succeed, build new tools and
platforms and talk to all stakeholders who are willing to engage in constructive dialogue. We strive
to be bigger than a brand. We want to utilize the capabilities of the XRPL, present and future, to it’s
maximum potential. Undoubtedly, there will be setbacks, problems and technical challenges along
the way as there always are with new projects and new technology. We plan to communicate
transparently about these projects and we trust that we will overcome any challenges with the
help of our dedicated community.

The company
XPUNK is a project of CustomX B.V.; a private company in the Netherlands. CustomX functions as
the legal and administrative umbrella of XPUNKS, and all future projects of the team.
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So, what are the XPUNKS? These are 10,000 uniquely created NFTs, each with their own unique
style. They will have different attributes, each with a different degree of rarity. These rarities will be
visible as a collector’s card, with the statistics of the XPUNK degree of rarity. Each XPUNK will
get a rarity score, so you know easily which one to collect. Currently, we have designed 22 attributes, three of which have been shared publicly.

New attributes will be revealed on a weekly basis on our website. We are also in the process of
creating new base models, like female XPUNKS and different facial structures. Feedback on new
models may be requested in Discord by Exeo when he is working on them. Furthermore, the website will show a feedback and suggestion box, specifically for feedback regarding the design of the

XPUNKS. We want you to have the coolest XPUNKS possible.

Distribution
The current capabilities of the XRPL do not allow for a launch of NFT’s that boasts the level of quality
which we strive to deliver. Because there is no support for these types of tokens yet, but there are a
few proposals on the XRPL website:
XLS-14d seems inactive. We also agree that it’s not a good idea to make something
work simply because the underlying code does not support it.
XLS-19d is also inactive and did not get much traction.
XLS-20d is currently actively worked on and has much traction. We also think this is the best
solution and will take this approach once it’s ready.
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THE XPUNKS NFTS

XLS-20d is by far the best solution because it enables native support on the XRP ledger. Native
support is much more efficient and flexible. The disadvantage (and one of the reasons it is not
possible yet) of this solution is that it requires an amendment to the XRPL protocol. Once this
is ready, it is possible to create the XPUNK NFTs and launch them on a marketplace with
support for these new client libraries.

We will host the NFT metadata on IFPS or Arweave, to ensure the metadata will never get lost.
In our opinion, this is a mandatory requirement when hosting NFT's, also because the
metadata cannot get changed by the team when it has been deployed.

We will continue to heavily monitor the state of development with regards to upcoming XRPL
capabilities, and we are very ready to capitalize directly when required functionalities become
available to deliver our core promise.
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TOKENOMICS
THE BASICS
The XPUNK token is, fundamentally speaking, an IOU which gives its owner the option to

exchange one token for two NFT’s when the NFT’s launch. Whether the XPUNK token would
be exchanged (and thus burned after exchange) or be kept by the owner after receiving the
NFTs has been a point of discussion in the community and the internal organization. We
believe that exchanging the token FOR the NFTs using a burn mechanism is the best way to go
for the following reasons:

When the NFT’s launch, demand for the tokens will increase while the circulating supply of
the tokens decreases. Hodlers of the token will, therefore, be in the comfortable position to
either get their NFT, or speculate on their highly valued token.

When a number of token holders remains with fractionalized tokens (<0.5 XPUNK token),
there will be a high, natural, incentive for people to keep trading. This means that the

XPUNK market will be liquid until the very last moment.
TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
We have made some changes to the budget of the undistributed tokens since our last communication regarding this matter. The new distribution is as follows:

Issuer account is blackholed. Meaning that there are no more than 5000 XPUNK tokens ever
to be made. It is simply impossible.
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TOKENOMICS
The XPUNKS token supply is a total of 5000 tokens
2,000 have been airdropped

(40%)

1,600 tokens are dedicated to marketing and operations.
r9z9z4HeaUkzm4dSruYfRKopo2uPtnSRd4

(32%)

550 tokens reserved for partnerships (LOCKED TILL MINTING)
rKsYA8kbJxYSw991AcXtrquswnEScya4xg

(11%)

(10%)

500 tokens for giveaways
rwQVgDENXhTXJkedFdALoGuQFMJjBXShMX
350 for all founders to HODL (LOCKED TILL MINTING).
r3oK164di4a1WthxWZbHq81po1PYUV4ktH

(7%)

Marketing & Operations
Partnerships

(32%)
(11%)
XPUNKS

(40%)
Airdropped

(10%)
(7%)

Giveaways

Founders
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TOKENOMICS
Yes, you read that right. We decided to cut the holdings of the founders' reserve in half.
Meaning that there is more to give back to the community and invest in the success of
the project. Due to the rapid success, which is because of the amazing community we
created together, we don’t want to hold more than 7% of the supply. It feels wrong. As a
community token/NFT, the founding team should not have so much. We do think it is fair
to say that, because of all the efforts every single member has put in since launch (up to
18 hours a day), that they deserve to be rewarded handsomely. But, this number can still
decrease, as the more successful the XPUNKS become, the more we will giveaway. Like
we said before, we want to be the face of the community, as a community.

Loyalty program
XPUNKS will continue to evolve. Since we are at the center of a new and evolving ecosystem, we see limitless opportunities. We plan to launch new projects, be part of the future
metaverse, marketplaces and amazing new projects. As a thank you for current holders, we
will airdrop half the supply of a new project to everyone holding at least 1 XPUNK token. At a
random time in the future, before the mint, a snapshot will be taken of current holders. This
will be a random moment to give the loyal holders a fair chance and to avoid a pump and
dump. The airdrop of the new token will happen after the minting of the XPUNK NFTs. More
information will be provided as we progress with this project.
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As many of you may have seen, we have been blessed with the help from a number of
amazing people within the community who put in the effort, day in and day out, to make
sure that you are informed about the newest projects and that you are protected from
predatory “projects”. We have worked very hard to gain the trust of these people as we
know that they have the community's best interests at heart. We do not doubt that they
will remain critical of all our future work, and they should. But we also do not doubt that
they share our vision. And for that, we thank them.

@GripsedPoker / Evan 'Gripsed' Jarvis. He has been a huge fan from
the beginning. Spreading our love amongst the community.

@XRP_OWL / KingSolomon is a veteran in the XRP community. He has built a
huge community because of his research based on facts. His credibility
brings in a lot of value to the XPUNK community.

@panosmek / Panos He has been with the XPUNK family early on. He has a
great following and brings the XRP community together. It is a pleasure to
have him as a friend of the XPUNKS

@1CrypticPoet/ The Cryptic Poet has been sharing his knowledge about the
ecosystem in favor of the XPUNK movement. He shared his views and
spread the word about the XPUNKS.
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REAL TALK

When you start a token that increases 2000 XRP in value within 48 hours, you will be bombarded
with heartwarming stories from people who have obtained some sort of financial freedom. This
is awesome. However, we do feel an obligation to take a short moment to also discuss the risks
that accompany spending money on blockchain technology. Crypto markets are very, very
volatile. There are many successes, but also many misfortunes. We would like to stress that you
should never spend money on crypto currency, NFT’s, tokens or any other digital asset on the
blockchain, if you cannot afford losing your money. Please, for us, be responsible. We want
nothing but the best for the community, but we can never guarantee everything 100%. Markets
are unpredictable. You can have the best skillset and the highest motivation, but there are always
things outside of your control which may cause your assets to lose their value. Our asset is no
exception to this rule, we hope that this whitepaper has shown all of you that we have the
competencies, motivation, and network to make this project a success, but we can never control
everything, and we can, therefore, never give you a 100% guarantee on anything. We feel it is best
to be forthcoming about this truth. Below, there are a couple of links which contain information
on how to get help, or help someone else, if you feel that investing in cryptocurrency has become
a problematic habit.

Take care, stay PHUNKY!

https://www.familyaddictionspecialist.com/blog/how-to-support-a-loved-one-with-a-cryptocurren
cy-addiction
https://www.paracelsus-recovery.com/blog/are-you-addicted-to-cryptocurrency-trading/
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CustomX is obliged to inform current and future XPUNK holders about the
accompanying risks for users when spending money on blockchain technology. Holding
an XPUNK represents an understanding and willingness to accept the risks that
accompany spending money on blockchain technology. These risks include, but are not
limited to the following: Policy risk: constantly changing political and regulatory trends
may lead to significant price volatility. Transaction risk: The behaviour of traders on the
secondary market will always have an influence on the price of XPUNK. The secondary
market for currencies that utilize blockchain technology has significant volatility which
may drastically affect the value of your XPUNK token. Technical risk: Blockchain
technology is a rapidly developing technological field. This dynamic environment may
lead to many unforeseen technological issues, challenges, but also disruptive trends, all
of which may influence the value of your XPUNK. Operational risk: All operations carry
inherent risks on a multitude of factors, which may be caused by factors such as illness
of essential stakeholders, major strategic disagreements, breakdown of essential
equipment at key moments and so forth. Operational risks may always influence the
success of the project and/or the value of the operations assets.

Potential buyers of the XPUNK token must realize this responsibility and conduct
rigorous and careful analysis. The introduction and description of the basic condition of
the project in this document is an invitation to the general public. It’s not a commitment
nor a guarantee.
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